
 

 

DRIVE SAFE PACK – PROTECTING YOU, YOUR VEHICLE AND YOUR FAMILY 

 

• Smash & Grab Safety Film 

Smash & grab is a type of window film that is applied to glass to reinforce it. It is designed to keep the window intact 

in the event of a smash & grab incident or when force is applied to the glass. When struck with force, ordinary glass 

will shatter and send shards of glass flying. Glass without smash & grab shatters immediately allowing the attacker to 

quickly reach into your car and grab valuables or potentially hijack your vehicle, whereas glass fitted with the smash 

& grab safety film allows your more time when a forced entry occurs to drive away to a safe location. The film also 

reduces glare which negatively affects your vision while driving, increases privacy making it harder to see into your 

vehicle and blocks 99% UV rays from potentially damaging the interior of your vehicle. 

 

 

• Crystal Fuzion 

Crystal Fuzion is an ultra – hydrophobic windshield protection treatment that literally fuses to glass. It uses state of 

the art nanotechnology to achieve the best results. The treated windshield will be able to withstand more abuse 

than untreated glass. Particles such as sand, dirt and rain simply slide off the windshield, resulting in better vision 

while driving in any weather condition. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

• 3 In 1 Paint Protection 

Apex Nano Paint Protection contains advanced polymer layers that are applied to the vehicles paint surface. This 

prolongs the life of your vehicle’s paintwork ensuring that it looks newer for longer. 

 

The interior protection will shield your carpets, leather, vinyl and fabrics from stains and prolong the life of your 

vehicle’s interior. The interior protection now comes with increased Ultra Violet inhibitors as well as stain release 

agents for added protection from your daily regime. Lab tests have shown that vehicles protected with Apex Interior 

Protection will benefit from the following, 

1. 49% less wear in leather seats 

2. 31% less wear on vinyl interiors 

3. 34% less wear on fabric seats 

4. 50% less chance of ignition from cigarette butts 

 

• Beame 

Beame, a brand by Mix Telematics, is one of South Africa’s most loved, trusted, and reliable wireless recovery 

devices. A small and totally affordable way of keeping your vehicle and moveable assets safe while on the move. 

Beame boasts one of the highest recovery rates in the vehicle tracking industry. What makes Beame even more 

amazing, is that it is almost impossible to locate once installed, making it difficult for criminals to remove. A tracking 

device will also assist in reducing your insurance monthly premiums. 

 


